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Letter From the Editor

March is the month we celebrate the long awaited arrival of spring. In this issue, you’ll learn about swiftwater paddling, how to avoid injury when hiking, and what leaders must carry so their group is prepared for the unexpected.

Also included this issue: a core Leave No Trace principle, Plan Ahead and Prepare. Together, we can care for the lands we love!

If you want to share a story, or contribute to our combined knowledge, please consider submitting an article to me at newsletter@amcworcester.org. I’d love to hear from you!

My hope is that in reading this newsletter, you’ll be inspired to get outdoors, and you’ll love and take care our great planet. Protect the great outdoors and enjoy it responsibly.

Enjoy our newsletter and get outside!

Nancy

Nancy Cahn, Wachusett Views Editor
Hello Everyone and Happy New Year!

I hope you all had a great winter. I know I enjoyed a New Years Eve hike up Mt Mansfield in Vermont and lots of snowboarding. I also got a sneak peak at summer during a short trip to the Everglades. Although I’ll miss my favorite winter activities as the snow melts, I am looking forward to the warmer hiking seasons.
As we move into spring, the leadership of our Chapter is planning all kinds of great events for our members (and non-members!) And although some of our events may still look a bit different than pre-pandemic, we are making great steps towards returning to more normal operations. Here are a few of the upcoming events that I’m excited about.

- **3rd Wednesday Speaker Series**
- **Backpacking Workshop**
- **Cycle Touring Workshop**

Also, we’ve started to discuss how we might celebrate [National Trails Day](#) this year and the TrailsFest committee has come up with some exciting ideas! Stay tuned for more details!

With so many people looking to get outdoors, many of our trips are filling up quickly. If you are interested in helping others get outdoors and take part in your favorite activities, please consider joining our team of volunteer leaders! This April we will be teaming up with the Western Massachusetts chapter to hold a Thursday night virtual [leadership training](#) series with a follow-up, in-person event for those who complete all five sessions.

Finally, be sure to check our Chapter trip listings on outdoors.org to find other opportunities to get outdoors OR get online with the AMC! Thank you again for your support and enthusiastic participation with our AMC Club.

Happy Spring and see you outdoors!

All the Best,

Michael
KATIE METZ.
Paddle using your core, not your arms, in a dramatic, 90-degree motion.

Current Affairs: Swiftwater Paddling for Beginners
David Elliott, Chair of the AMC Worcester Chapter Paddling Committee

We’re a patient lot, outdoors people, putting in a morning’s work just for a mountaintop view of the miles trudged. But if mother nature offers a boost, a little speed, who’s going to turn her down? Biking, skiing, even snowshoeing a downhill stretch will have you effortlessly flying—literally. Canoeing and kayaking are no different, only it’s a river that’s rolling downhill, with the kayaker or canoeist hanging on for the ride. Paddling quicker water adds several dimensions beyond quiet water paddling and has its own learning curve. Success depends on adhering to two fundamentals: correct paddling technique and respect for moving water.
**Paddle like a Pro**
For power and endurance, your paddle stroke should draw very little on your arms and instead on your torso muscles and the rest of your body. It’s the same reason we hike with backpacks instead of suitcases: you want to share the load among the larger muscle groups. Just as the pack belt shifts weight from your shoulders and spine to your hips and legs, swiveling hips and pushing legs help drive paddle strokes. Engaging your legs and rear end muscles also improves blood circulation and may prevent the leg cramps and numbness some paddlers report.

Watch an expert paddler and what’s striking is how lightly and effortlessly they move. Their whole body is engaged, a smoothly running machine with barely flexing arms attached to shoulders rotating a full 90 degrees, thighs pressed against rails, and feet against pegs—every muscle contributes.

Like a dance step or a musical instrument, correct paddling technique requires long, deliberate practice doing it right to develop the correct muscle memory. You need to learn to be conscious of consistently rotating your torso with every sweep of the paddle, *one-two-three*, and then repeat on the other side, sometimes for hours on end. Be mindful of not letting your form slip, poor form is easy to acquire but a hard habit to break.

Practicing good form will probably feel awkward at first, even wrong, because it will be unfamiliar. Experiment with holding your arms totally rigid while pivoting your torso to drive each stroke. If you feel like you’re paddling in sort of a robot waddle you’re probably doing it right! The unusual movement actually moves your boat fairly well.

Practice these essential maneuvers to raise your skills toward anything the river throws your way:

**Forward stroke**, as described above, including against the current.

**Back paddling** against the current to slow down, useful while waiting for a jumble of boats ahead to sort themselves out or while moving into position across current.
**Ferrying**, which is crossing straight across a river’s current without getting swept down-stream. This requires angling upstream. (See figure.) For extra challenge do it backwards in a back ferry.

**Pulling into and out of current** is the primary maneuver taught in a whitewater class as the “peel out” and “eddy turn.” For this maneuver you lean your boat down current, or in the direction the current is flowing, to prevent its side catching and being driven down, rolling you into the water. Leaning down current is a valuable instinct to develop even for the less adrenaline driven.

**Respect the Flow**
Next comes learning to **read flowing water**. There’s a reason it’s portrayed on Native American pottery as an undulating, spiked serpent—a life force but also a beast dangerous to the unwary.

You’ll often face a line of rocks with water pouring through from various spouts. Which should you choose? Stop and give it a good, long look, either from shore or back paddling if the current isn’t too strong. Pick the route that carries the highest water volume, while also having a clear enough path beyond. It’ll be hit or miss for a long time.

Where each stream pours into the water below it leaves a trail of ripples in the shape of a “V,” the narrow bottom pointing downstream. Generally speaking, the bigger the V, the more water is causing it and the better place it is to aim for.

**Start Out Slow**
A persuasive friend coaxed me onto scheduled paddles of slowly increasing challenge, providing live pointers on reading water and eventually loaning me his kayak. I was hooked. There is plenty of learning and newcomer excitement your first time on any level of moving water, and you grow from there.

Of course, the usual caveats apply to starting out. Go with people who are well experienced with the route and level of water you’re paddling. Nervousness, however, is an entirely reasonable response for an air-breathing animal. I still feel un-
steady upon getting in an unfamiliar boat or rough water. Start by giving your brain 20 minutes to acclimate to your new surroundings.

Once you start paddling remember that a river runs downhill, meaning time takes on a new urgency. That protruding rock you notice down current is underneath you seconds later, your boat bouncing over it—or into it.

Trees lying across the river are particularly dangerous. While the current can flow through it, paddlers and boats frequently get caught—earning these downed trees the name “strainers.” The problem is not just that you might go into the water, or “swim,” as experience paddlers call it, but that the current’s force can easily exceed your strength, requiring skill and luck to extract yourself. Large rocks or a bridge pier can present similar hazards.

A worst case scenario is finding yourself pinned against an obstacle by the force of the current pressing on your own swamped boat. Accordingly, if you do swim, get immediately upstream of your boat and remain there.

Also be sure to speak loudly and clearly when paddling on a swift current. Don’t be alarmed by paddlers yelling. They’re communicating with each other over the sound of the water. Keep at least a boat’s length apart, or more when paddling tricky sections—especially upstream. Point only to indicate a desired path, never at a hazard.

**Gear Up to Go**
Swiftwater paddling requires only a few pieces of high-quality gear: a boat, a paddle, a personal flotation device (PFD), and a waterproof “dry bag.” This last is a useful container for clothes and other items you don’t want to get wet.

**Kayaks:** A polyethylene rotomolded “recreational” solo kayak is the most practical boat for all-around recreation. Its maneuverability, double-bladed paddle, single-person operation, and durability make it popular among paddlers from beginners to those seeking easier whitewater adventures. A 12-foot boat is long enough for speed and “tracking,” or going straight, while remaining reasonably maneuver-
able for river current. Good quality, new kayaks cost around $1,000 and weigh 40 to 50 pounds, so it’s best to rent or borrow a boat to start and get help carrying it.

**Canoes:** Canoes appeal for other reasons. A canoe’s carrying capacity just calls out to be taken camping. And there’s no denying that the single-blade paddle encourages the development of more subtle paddling skills. My single blade “aha!” moment came while learning the Canadian method, which calls for paddling on one side and only switching sides when the canoe spins too far the other way. That’s right, a true canoeing artist can go straight, left or backwards without changing the side on which they’re paddling!

While tandem canoe models, carrying two paddlers, promote teamwork, I love solo canoes for camping, paddled with a twin-bladed kayak paddle. Yes, narrower canoes can be paddled well with a twin blade and don’t let equipment snobs scold you for it. Twin blades were hugely popular for solo canoes in the late 19th and early 20th century, and such boats have again become major sellers. Why? Because it works. Facing a head wind? No problem with a twin blade!

**PFDs:** A PFD’s purpose is to protect against the unpredictable, but even the best equipment can’t help those who refuse to use it. In other words, the PFD that saves your life is the one you wear. It should be a Coast Guard approved Type II model, designed expressly for paddling, with plenty of room for arm movement, and a good, comfortable fit on your body. The best way to be sure it’s right for you is to buy your PFD in person from a knowledgeable paddle shop.

**Dry bag:** One of the most predictable parts of paddling is that paddling gear gets wet, so you’ll want a way to sock away certain things so they stay dry. That means getting a “dry bag,” manufactured for this exact purpose. Your kayak’s hatch just isn’t leak proof enough and isn’t intended for that job. What you want is a dry bag. They’re typically constructed of rubberized cloth and seal via a top flap that rolls down and clips to itself. I recommend a dry bag that is about 20 liters in size to store a full set of spare clothes, a toilet kit, and lunch. For canoe camping, my favorite dry bags are a pair with 110 liter capacity, complete with backpacking straps and a belt. Together, they keep our tent, bedding, clothes, and food dry and also make it easy to move all that gear around.
**Where to Paddle**

Like similar early industrial areas, Central Massachusetts is blessed with many small rivers providing seasonal paddling with occasional swifts. Given how changeable river conditions are, these are best pre-paddled by leaders. With swift-water paddling choosing and screening your route becomes more demanding. Here are a few options in New England and beyond to get started:

**Quinebaug River Trail, Southbridge, Mass., to Thompson, Conn.:** The Quinebaug River from the Big Y in Southbridge, Mass., to Fabyan Rd. in Thompson, Conn.—with its occasional trees, rocks, and shoals—provided my first heart-thumping challenge. Consult *The Last Green Valley* for an encyclopedic paddling guide to this and its sister rivers.

**Deerfield River, Charlemont, Mass.:** This route starts at the Shunpike Rest Area on Route 2 and ends at East Charlemont Boat Launch. Before scheduling a trip you’ll need to verify whether a dam release is scheduled for that day.

**Delaware River:** I’ve been assured the entire Delaware River makes for great paddling, but one spot that’s especially well-recommended is the stretch from Dingmans Ferry to Smithfield Beach, Pa. See [delawareriverwatertrail.org](http://delawareriverwatertrail.org) for more selections from the two week of paddling source to the sea.

**Lehigh River:** The stretch from Lehigh Gap by the Route 873 bridge to Northampton Canal Park Access features Class I to I+ water, one dam portage, and is able to be paddled at summer levels. [This route](http://delawareriverwatertrail.org) features a lot of water but few obstacles. *Note: Swiftwater and whitewater paddling are classed I through VI, with class I being the easiest to navigate and VI representing dangerous conditions.*

In sum, more than “what it takes,” it’s “where” a swiftwater current takes your paddling life. Yes, you can make it technical, as outdoors people often do, pursuing relevant skills and traditional or ultra-modern equipment. But ultimately, many of us are just leveraging skills we picked up in our earliest outdoor experiences, and adding a bit of current is a natural and rewarding progression in our paddling adventures.
Fitness Training for Hiking

By Debi Garlick

Hiking is one the of easiest ways to enjoy the outdoors. Whether you are doing a simple walk in the woods or planning a multi-day backpack, your experience will be more enjoyable if you maintain a healthy level of fitness necessary to meet the challenge of the hike.

A healthy level of fitness requires that you focus on three main areas of training: endurance, strength, and flexibility.

1. Simple aerobic conditioning can be obtained by simply walking at a steady pace 2-3 times per week. Endurance can be increased by either

Photo submitted by Paul Glazebrook
picking up the pace, hiking longer or steeper trails, hiking more frequently, or adding weight to your pack.

2. Compliment your endurance training with a weight lifting routine 2-3 times per week. Focus on lower body exercises, such as squats and lunges, and core exercises, such as planks, rows, and back extensions. Strength can be increased by increasing the number of repetitions or weight being lifted.

3. Finally, do not neglect to commit to a daily stretching routine or even the use of a foam roller. It is important to reduce the soreness and stiffness that is a result of lactic acid build-up in the muscles. Flexibility and range of motion in your joints will keep your muscles efficient and strong.

With hiking experiences available all year round, a well-rounded fitness training program will help keep you strong and avoid injury. There are many fitness programs available online or through apps. Also consider consulting with a personal trainer who can set up a program for you to do at home.

AMC Worcester - Annual Backpacking Workshop - Saturday, April 9

Join us for an educational introduction to backpacking! This workshop will cover everything you need to know for fun and safe backpacking: personal and group gear, tent site selection and set-up, food and nutrition, water treatment, trip planning, and Leave No Trace principles. Presentations will be given by experienced backpackers, and leaders will demo various gear options.

In the days following the workshop, attendees will have the option to attend a gear shakedown (posted separately), where our leaders will give you feedback on your gear, answer your gear questions, and take you on a one-day simulated backpacking trip. In addition, the Worcester Chapter will post progressively challenging "Inner Backpacker" trips throughout the spring, summer, and fall, with registration preference given to attendees of this workshop. If questions, contact backpacking@amcworcester.org.

For more info and registration details, click here.
Hiking leaders must carry extra gear.

*By Paul Glazebrook*

Hiking leaders must have a deep respect for Mother Nature and the mountains. This respect is often acquired through years of hiking experience. Hiking leaders must also carry extra gear so that they are prepared in case a problem arises.
All hikers and leaders should carry the 10 essentials. But, leaders must also carry additional gear, and this gear is usually split up among the leaders.

Leaders’ gear is specific, and is tailored to the time of year, the weather, trip objective, elevation and the participants experience. Not all gear will be carried on every trip.

The objective is to have the necessary gear if an injury or other emergency occurs, to be able to stay out overnight, and to help with a rescue if necessary.

The Gear:

The Pack: A 3,500 to 4,000 cubic inch pack that can hold personal gear and emergency gear with room to spare.

Bivy Gear kit: snow shovel, mylar blankets, nivy sack, bothy (a frameless tent), candle and matches, lighter and fire starters, foam sleeping pad, sleeping Bag, 50’ of para-cord, stove, pot, spoon, water purification tablets, extra food, hot drink mix, plastic shopping bags and a few zip-lock bags.

Communications kit: cellphone fully charged with Gaia GPS and emergency phone numbers preloaded. paper and pencil.

Hydration Kit: extra liter of water, a thermos containing a hot drink.

Lighting Kit: spare lithium batteries or headlamp, Chem-lites

Repair kit: small repair kit including a Multitool and knife, wire, zip ties, duct tape and split rings.

First Aid Kit: beyond the personal First Aid kit

Other Stuff: extra hand warmers, hat, gloves and wicking tee shirt.
Plan Ahead and Prepare is always listed as the first of the seven Leave No Trace principles. We could elaborate on this by discussing the benefits of a well thought thru plan and being well prepared for possible outcomes. And stories abound about the consequences of being ill prepared.

But, instead, let’s think about how many times we have heard a similar message.

- Hiking organizations encourage us to carry the Ten Essentials. This is a list of the minimum amount of gear that we should always take along on a hike or backcountry excursion.

- In Leadership training, we learned that the 6 “P’s:” Proper Prior Planning Prevents Poor Performance. The concept is that a successful outcome starts with a good plan.
• The Kid’s version of this Leave No Trace principle is **Know Before You Go**.

• Tread Lightly! advocates responsible mechanized and motorized recreation. Their principles include **Educate Yourself**. This includes learning about your equipment, where are you planning to go, and much more.

• The motto of the Boy Scouts of America is **Be Prepared**. It’s another way to state be ready for whatever may happen.

These are only a few ways to advocate and remind us of essentially the same thing: **Plan Ahead and Prepare**.

What other ways have you heard this message? Interested in learning more about **Leave No Trace**?

• Take the **Leave No Trace** online awareness course at: [https://Lnt.org/learn/online-awareness-course](https://Lnt.org/learn/online-awareness-course)

• Attend a Leave No Trace Trainer course. This is a two day course with overnight. Search on the AMC webpage at activities.outdoors.org/search for Leave No Trace or on Leave No Trace website at [https://Lnt.org/learn/courses](https://Lnt.org/learn/courses).